
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  

Information Concerning Limits on Local Control in Ballot Initiative to Legalize 
Marijuana, Marijuana Concentrates, Hashish and Food Products with THC 

 
Communities can and should take the safe option and refuse to submit a letter of support or 
non-opposition for medical marijuana treatment centers (MMTC).  

 If ballot initiative is enacted in November, then any existing or future MMTC is guaranteed 
cultivation, manufacturing and retail licenses for recreational sales until a 75 quota is 
reached. Ballot initiative SECTION 10 and 11. 

 MMTCs may conduct recreational sales even if the Cannabis Control Commission (CCC) 
does not issue regulations by January 1, 2018 which, if medical marijuana is any indicator, 
may happen. Ballot initiative SECTION 6.  

 The CCC may not prevent recreational sales at the same location where an MMTC provides 
medical sales. Ballot Initiative SECTION 5 establishes G.L. c. 94G (hereinafter 94G), s. 
 4(c)(4). 

 The CCC may not require organic farming methods, even though the Dept. of Public Health 
(DPH) can insist on organic methods for MMTC medical products.  CCC may not prevent 
MMTCs and other recreational providers from sharing seeds and other items. 94G, s. 4(c)(5) 
and (6). 

 The municipality where the MMTC is located may not zone out any recreational activity 
that is already being allowed for medical purposes. Therefore, if an MMTC is selling to 
patients, municipal zoning must also zone sales to recreational users. If cultivation is 
occurring, same thing. If manufacturing is occurring, same thing. 94G, s. 3(a)(1).  

 The municipality must allow the same number of recreational licenses as it has medical 
licenses. Therefore, if community has two MMTCs, they must have two recreational outlets 
too – unless the voters pass an ordinance or bylaw by majority vote. 94G, s. 3(a)(2)(iii). 

 The municipality must allow marijuana retail businesses in an amount at least 20% of the 
number of alcohol package stores – unless voters pass an ordinance or bylaw by majority 
vote. 94G, s. 3(a)(2)(ii). 

 Before a municipality can disapprove of any type of marijuana operation, the voters must 
pass an ordinance or bylaw by majority vote. 94G, s. 3(a)(2)(i). 

 Through a citizen initiative process signed by at least 10% of the voters from the previous 
state election, a community may vote on whether to allow marijuana consumption on 
business premises (i.e., marijuana bars).  94G, s. 3(b).  
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